Thermal and Modal Analysis of Louvered Muffler Guard
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Abstract: Mufflers are important part of engine system and commonly used in exhaust system to minimize sound transmissions
caused by exhaust gases. Design of mufflers is a complex function that affects noise characteristics, emission and fuel efficiency of
engine. Therefore muffler design becomes more and more important for noise reduction. The noise control is depends upon types
of louvered holes appeared on muffler. This project mainly focused on reducing the noise from muffler by developing new type of
louvered holes with proper material. This project deals with design of Louvered muffler guards using Solid Works software and
modal analysis of mufflers done to find natural frequencies and deformations induced in muffler these analyses are done in Ansys
simulation tool with different material properties are studied in this project.
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I. INTRODUCTION
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III. INTRODUCTION TO SOLID WORKS
The SOLIDE WORKS Modeling application gives a

A. Muffler Guard
Mufflers are installed within the exhaust system of most

strong demonstrating framework to empower quick

internal combustion engines, although the muffler is not

calculated outline. Specialists can join their necessities

designed to serve any primary exhaust function. The

and outline confinements by characterizing numerical

suppressor is built as an acoustic soundproofing gadget

connections between

intended to lessen the commotion of the sound weight

Configuration architects can rapidly perform theoretical

made by the motor by method for acoustic calming.

and point by point plans utilizing the Modeling

Most of the sound weight delivered by the motor is

highlight and requirement based strong modeler. They

radiated out of the vehicle utilizing a similar channeling

can make and alter mind boggling, reasonable, strong

utilized by the quiet fumes gases consumed by a

models intuitively, and with far less exertion than more

progression of entries and chambers fixed with

conventional wire edge and strong based frameworks.

meandering

Highlight Based strong demonstrating and altering

resounding

fiberglass
chambers

protection
agreeably

or

potentially

tuned

to

various parts of the plan.

cause

capacities enable fashioners to change and refresh

dangerous obstruction wherein inverse sound waves

strong bodies by specifically altering the measurements

offset each other. An unavoidable symptom of

of a strong component as well as by utilizing other

suppressor utilize is an expansion of back weight which

geometric altering and development systems

diminishes motor productivity. This is on the grounds
that the motor fumes must have a similar complex leave

IV. INTRODUCTION TO ANSYS

pathway worked inside the suppressor as the sound

Ansys has been founded in 1970 and incorporated in

weight that the suppressor is intended to relieve. Some

1994.

vehicle proprietors evacuate or introduce a reseller's

simulation

exchange suppressor when motor tuning with a specific

solutions provided by the company are used in a wide

end goal to build control yield or diminish fuel

range of industries including aerospace, defense,

utilization on account of financial or ecological concerns,

automotive, biomedical and other industrial sectors.

recreational interests, for example, motorsport and

Ansys has been recognized as one of the world's most

hypermiling and additionally for individual stylish

innovative companies by prestigious publications such

acoustical inclinations.

as Bloomberg Businessweek and FORTUNE magazine

Ansys

predominantly

software

and

offers

ancillary

engineering
services.

The

for its engineering simulation software. Leveraging the
II.

THE AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST SYSTEM

power of today's Desktop, Ansys provides a common

Keeping your fumes framework in great working

platform for product development, from design concept

condition is imperative for fuel mileage, the earth and

to final-stage testing and validation. The company's

your security. We will talk about how the fumes

product portfolio consists of simulation platform

framework functions, how it typically fizzles, and the

offerings that are used in diverse multi-physics fields

most ideal approach to repair it. Your auto's fumes

like heat transfer, fluid mechanics, statics, solid

framework diverts the gases made when the fuel and air

mechanics, etc. However, Ansys is best known for finite

are scorched in the ignition chamber. These gases are

element analysis (FEA), which has gained popularity as

hurtful to people and our condition. Visit checks of your

a modelling and simulation tool over the years (and

fumes

especially

framework

are

an

absolute

necessity

to

since

the

introduction

of

powerful

accommodate you and your family's security. Ensure

computers) in solving a gamut of complex engineering

there are no gaps in the fumes framework or in the

problems. Ansys CAE software is popular with both

traveler compartment where deplete vapor could enter.

academia and industry because of its multi-physics

We should start by posting the parts of the fumes

capabilities, thorough documentation and availability of

framework and their capacities.

training institutes that provide online and in-person
Ansys courses. Since the ability to use Ansys software is
a plus point, students too prefer getting certified in
Ansys training.
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The mainstay of Ansys is the Ansys Workbench. The
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enhance user productivity.

Ansys Workbench environment is the glue that binds

Finally, you can add form features, such as chamfers,

the simulation process. It tracks dependencies among

holes, slots, or even user defined features to complete

the various types of data in the project. If something

the object.

changes in an upstream cell, the project schematic
shows that downstream cells need to be updated to

VI. LITERATURE REVIEW

reflect these changes.

This is centered on the advancement and execution of
successful strategies for acoustic outline and displaying

V. INTRODUCTION TO DRAFTING

of the fumes line of inside ignition motors, and

The Drafting application is intended to enable you to

particularly for two important segments, from the point

make and keep up an assortment of illustrations

of view of clamor control, for example, suppressors and

produced using models created from inside the

exhaust systems. Along these lines, a writing audit of

Modeling application. Illustrations made in the Drafting

the one-dimensional models and their approach has

application are completely affiliated to the model. Any

been performed additionally a survey of the current

progressions made to the model are consequently

writing with respect to the portrayal of punctured

reflected in the illustration. This associativity enables

components, spongy materials and stone monuments

you

has been done.

to

roll

out

improvements

as

the

same

you

number

wish.

Other

of

model

than

the

Drafting

Potente, Daniel: Potente and Daniel talk about the

contains numerous other helpful highlights including

general rule of suppressor outline and clarifies the

the accompanying:

principle points of interest of different styles of



An intuitive, easy to use, graphical user interface.

suppressors. When planning suppressor for any

This allows you to create drawings quickly and

application there are a few useful necessities that ought

easily.

to be considered, which incorporate both acoustic and

A drawing board paradigm in which youwork "on a

non-acoustical outline issues[2]

ground-breaking



associativity

usefulness,

drawing." This approach is similar to the way a





drafter would work on a drawing board. This

M.Rahman, T. Sharmin, A F M E. Hassan, and M. Al

method greatly increases productivity.

Nur:

Support

of

new

assembly

architecture







outline

and

development

of

the

suppressor so as to diminish the commotion. They

concurrent engineering. This allows the drafter to

mostly centered on the fumes clamor lessening that is

make drawings at the same time as the designer

decreasing

works on the model.

produced and plan suppressor for stationary oil motor.

Capability to create fully associative cross-sectional

The execution trademark, is clamor

views with

ability of suppressor, has been tried and contrasted and

automatic hidden line rendering and

crosshatching.


Clarifies

and

the

commotion

contamination.

They

diminishment

that of there gular suppressor.

Automatic orthographic view alignment. This
allows you to quickly place views on a drawing,

DEVARSHI: Concentrated on transmission misfortune

without having to consider their alignment.

(TL) and characteristic recurrence (NF) of suppressor. In

Automatic hidden line rendering of drawing

this they outlined the suppressor of single extension

views.

chamber and twofold development chamber. They

The ability to edit most drafting objects (e.g.,

modeled the strong modular of exhaust muffler by

dimensions, symbols, etc.) from the graphics

utilizing CATIAV-5 and the modular investigation is

window. This allows you to create drafting objects

done by ANSYS to consider the vibration and normal

and make changes to them immediately.

recurrence of suppressor. In order to separate between

On-screen feedback during the drafting process to

the working recurrence from common recurrence and

reduce rework and editing.

abstain from resounding. Furthermore, they found that

User controls

for

drawing updates, which
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twofold extension chamber gives better outcomes when

recurrence of suppressor, to separate between working

contrasted with single development chamber. [4]

frequencies from normal recurrence and abstain from
reverberating.

A.K.M. Mohumuddin, Mohd Rashidin Ideresand

S. Bilawchuk, K.R. Fyfe [13] compared several

Shukari Mohad Hashim: Presents trial investigation of

numerical methods that are useful for calculating

clamor and back weight for silencer outline attributes.

transmission loss of muffler.They pointed out the usage

The principle target of this investigation was to discover

of the BEM and FEM in acoustical engineering design.

the connection between the back weight and the clamor

In the design of muffler system dominant tools such as

level. He infers that the connection between the clamor

four pole and three point methods, traditional methods

and the backweight is contrarily corresponding. [5]

can effectively used in combination with the FEM and
the BEM.

Mr. Jigar H. Chaudhri, Prof. Bharat S. Patel, Prof. Satis
A. Shah: Clarifies distinctive sorts of suppressors and

K.S. Andersen [14] has worked on evaluation of

outline of fumes framework having a place motor has

Muffler Performance by the Transfer Matrix Method.

been contemplated. The question of this examination is

He

choosing suppressor outline which one decreases a lot

optimization of exhaust systems such as customer

of clamor level and back weight of motor. In planning,

anticipations, cost saving, legislation targets and

there is diverse parameter which needs to take in to the

exhaust noise.

studied

the

parameters

influencing

design

thought. These parameters influence the suppressor
proficiency. What's more, they at long last found that

F. Masson, P. Kogan and G. Herrera [15] used the

mix kind of suppressor is more productive than

micro perforated panels to optimize the transmission

responsive and absorptive suppressors. [6]

loss of muffler. They compare the reactive effect created
by the mufflers geometry with dissipative effect

Jigar H. Chaudhari

provided by the MPP.

Talks on the different kinds of suppressors and plan of

Selamet

fumes framework having a place motor has been

axis-symmetric analytical methodology, Finite Element

examined. The protest of this investigation is picking

Method and Experimental Technique to evaluate the

suppressor plan which one decreases a lot of clamor

acoustic behavior of circular dual chamber muffler. He

level and back weight of motor. In planning, there are

investigated the influence of length on the attenuation

different parameters which needs to take in to the

performance

thought. These parameters influence the suppressor

chambers. This study reveals connection of chamber

productivity.

length

Absorptive

suppressor

configuration

utilizes just assimilation of the sound wave to decrease

et

and

al.

[16]

of

used

mufflers

waves

the

two

dimensional

comprising

possessing

concentric

multidimensional

propagation, frequency and expansion ratio.

the clamor level without irritating the fumes gas weight.
[7]

VII. DESIGN

OF

MUFFLER

GUARD

WITH

CIRCULAR LOUVERED HOLES
Rahul D. Nazirkar clarified a car fumes framework the
clamor level, transmission misfortune and back weight
are the most vital parameters for the driver and motor
execution. With a specific end goal to upgrade the plan
productivity of suppressor, resounding of the fumes
suppressor ought to be stayed away from by its regular
recurrence. The outline of suppressor turns out to be
increasingly essential for commotion diminishment.
The strong displaying of fumes suppressor is made by
CATIA-V5 and modular investigation is completed by

1 Shows the extrusion of muffler

ANSYS to consider the vibration and common
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comprehensive numerical technique that provides
reliable engineering solutions. The most salient feature
of FEA is the discretization of a given domain into a set
of simple sub-domains called finite elements. The more
the number of these finite elements, the more accurate
the modelling and the subsequent analysis. The finite
element method is a mathematical procedure based on
solving differential equations as best as possible. A
differential equation is any equation which contains
2 Final model of Louvered muffler guard with circular

derivatives, either ordinary or partial. They can be

holes

ordinary, partial or linear. From an engineering

VIII. DESIGN

OF

MUFFLER

GUARD

WITH

perspective,

differential

equations

are

important

because they represent the language in which physical

RECTANGULAR LOUVERED HOLES

laws are expressed. The aim of FEA is to transform the
differential equations of a system into a set of linear
equations, which can then be solved by computer
software.
X. STEADY

STATE

THERMAL

ANALYSIS

OF

LOUVERED MUFLER GUARD
1) Aluminium A360 Alloy:
Density -2.65 g/cm3
Ultimate Tensile strength -300MPa
Yield tensile strength -180MPa

3 Shows the extrusion of muffler

Modulus of elasticity -71GPa
Poisson ratio - 0.33
Specific heat -963J/kg-K
Thermal conductivity -113W/m-K

4 Final model of Louvered muffler guard with
rectangular holes
IX. INTRODUCTION TO FEA
Before discussing Ansys software further, let us

5 Shows the total heat flux of louvered muffler guard

understand very briefly what FEA is and why it has

with circular holes for Aluminium A360 alloy

gained prominence in recent times.
There are three broad methods to solve complex
engineering

problems:

analytical

methods,

experimental methods and numerical methods. While
analytical methods provide accurate solutions, they are
limited to minimal geometries. Experimental methods
can give accurate results, but they are costly, and in
most cases not feasible financially. Finite element

6 Shows the temperature distribution of louvered

analysis

muffler guard with circular holes Aluminium A360

(FEA),

engineering

a

numerical

problems,

is

a

method
very

to

versatile

solve
and

alloy
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7 Shows the total heat flux of louvered muffler guard

10 Shows the temperature distribution of louvered

with rectangular holes for Aluminium A360 alloy

muffler guard with circular holes Stainless steel

8 Shows the temperature distribution of louvered
muffler guard with rectangular holes Aluminium

11 Shows the total heat flux of louvered muffler guard

A360 alloy

with rectangular holes for Stainless steel

2) Stainless steel:
Density -7.85 g/cm3
Ultimate Tensile strength -510 MPa
Modulus of elasticity -200 GPa
Poisson ratio - 0.3
Specific heat -490 J/kg-K
Thermal conductivity -17 W/m-K

12 Shows the temperature distribution of louvered
muffler guard with rectangular holes Stainless steel
XI. MODAL ANALYSIS OF LOUVERED MUFFLER
GUARD
a)

Natural Frequency:

Natural frequency is the frequency at which a system
naturally vibrates once it has been set into motion. In
9 Shows the total heat flux of louvered muffler guard

other words, natural frequency is the number of times a

with circular holes for Stainless steel

system will oscillate (move back and forth) between its
original position and its displaced position, if there is no
outside interference.
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The natural frequency is calculated from the formula
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b)

With Stainless Steel Material:

given below. The natural frequencies depend on
stiffness of thegeometry and mass of the material.

b)

Fundamental Natural Frequency:

The fundamental frequency, often referred to simply as
the fundamental, is defined as the lowest frequency of a
periodic waveform. In terms of a superposition of
sinusoids

(e.g.

Fourier series),

the

fundamental

frequency is the lowest frequency sinusoidal in the sum.
c)

14

Shows

frequency

of

1776.2

Hz

and

max

deformation of 170.91 mm

Mode Shapes:

3) Modal Analysis of Louvered Muffler Guard with

For every natural frequency there is a corresponding

rectangular holes:

vibration mode shape. Most mode shapes can generally

a)

be described as being an axial mode, torsional mode,

With Aluminium A360 material:

bending mode, or general modes. Like stress analysis
models, probably the most challenging part of getting
accurate finite element natural frequencies and mode
shapes is to get the type and locations of the restraints
correct. A crude mesh will give accurate frequency
values, but not accurate stress values.
d)

Modal Analysis:

Modal analysis is used to determine the vibration
characteristics (natural frequencies and mode shapes) of

15

Shows

a structure or a machine component while it is being

deformation of 276.23 mm
a)

designed. It can also serve as a starting point foranother,

frequency

of

1942.8

Hz

and

max

and

max

With Stainless Steel Material:

more detailed, dynamic analysis, such as a transient
dynamic analysis, a harmonic response analysis, or a
spectrum analysis.
2) Modal Analysis of Louvered Muffler Guard with
Circular holes:
a)

With Aluminium A360 material:

16

Shows

frequency

of

1906.2

Hz

deformation of 164.83 mm
XII. RESULTS
A. Thermal Analysis Results
1) Thermal Analysis Results for Louvered Muffler
13

Shows

frequency

of

1808.3

Hz

and

max

Guard with Circular Holes:

deformation of 286.21 mm
Aluminium

Max Temp(OC)

Heat Flux(W/m2)

120

1243.7

120

1242.8

A360
Stainless Steel
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2) Thermal Analysis Results for Louvered Muffler

Angolkar, Department of Mechanical Engineering,

guard with rectangular holes:

Anurag Group of Institutions for their guidance and

Max Temp( C)

Heat Flux(W/m )

tireless effort for co-operation during our entire period

120

1177.3

of project. We are helpful to them for organizing and

O

Aluminium

2

planning and helping us during our project. We express

A360
Stainless Steel

120

1176.4

our sincere thanks to them for patiently guiding us and
motivating the team.

B. Modal Analysis Results
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